
STRANDED -  INABILITY TO REMOVE ANATOMICAL PROTECTION 
California, Yosemite Valley, Bishops Terrace
On April 12, Tim  Barthel (51), Jon Becker (50), Brant H errett (55), and I, 
Steve Latif (46), decided to climb Bishops Terrace, a one-pitch 5.8 at the 
Church Bowl. At 1600 I started leading with Brant belaying. This was my 
first time on the route and about 80 feet up the pitch I found myself at a 
wide crack headed a bit to the right. It looked like the easiest option, so, 
thinking it was the standard line, I placed a cam and continued up.

A short way past my protection I realized I was in the off-width variation 
shown on the topo, not where I wanted be. The crack wasn’t particularly 
hard and I’m comfortable leading most 5.10, but I ’m not that experienced 
with wide cracks. Furthermore, I was already five to ten feet over my last 
piece and I didn’t have any large pro for the next 15–20 feet. I was definitely 
outside my comfort zone, so I began backing down to the main crack.

My left leg was in the off-width and my right foot on the face. I moved 
down two or three feet and found that my left knee was getting stuck. Be
low me the crack constricted slightly, and the more I tried to free myself by 
pushing and pulling any way I could, the more stuck I became. After about 
five minutes of this, I was worn out and called down to my friends for help.

While Brant kept me on belay with my lead rope, Tim belayed Jon as he 
led up the normal route. W hen Jon was sufficiently above me, he rigged an 
overhead directional for his lead rope, allowing Tim to hold him in place. 
He had brought up another rope, the end of which he dropped to me. 
He clipped it to my harness and he belayed me off his harness, providing 
the security of a top-rope while I struggled. T hat didn’t help much, so he 
rigged another directional, clipped my top-rope through it, and tried to 
provide me some lift by pulling down on his side of the directional with 
his bodyweight. W ith the friction in the directional carabiner and the fact 
that I outweighed Jon, that effort was doomed as well. We even lubricated 
my knee with water and Jon got under me and pushed up on my foot and 
my knee. Nothing worked. The knee stayed jammed and it was starting to 
hurt, and after 20 minutes of pulling and pushing, we were both tired. It 
was pretty clear I wasn’t going anywhere.

Being April and almost 1900, it was going to get dark and cold, so I 
yelled down to Tim  that we should call for help. He notified the NPS by



cell phone and in a few minutes several NPS team members showed up. 
Jeff, one of the rangers, led up and established an independent anchor just 
above me. He ran a static line through a pulley at that anchor and down to 
me and the team on the ground set up a 3:1 mechanical advantage system 
with pulleys. This time, when they pulled, I moved. My leg stretched and 
hurt like hell. It was incredibly painful, as though they were going to rip it 
off and I’d yell at them to stop. But with each pull, my leg worked its way 
out maybe a quarter or half an inch. They did that three times and then it 
just popped out. Pulling up on my foot instead of from my harness would 
only have forced the foot against my thigh, so it was necessary to pull as 
they did. Tim said later, “The rescue team had three guys pulling on a 3:1 
and I was staring at that going, ‘Holy Smokes!’ I was cringing.”

The team lowered me and then Jon to the ground. Jeff finished the pitch 
and rappelled from the regular anchors at the top. My knee was a little sore 
and sported a bruise, but I was able to walk on it. It was about 2030 by then, 
completely dark, and I was just beginning to get a little chilly. (Source: Steve 
Latif)
Analysis
Steve’s was the first of two stuck knees the park team dealt with in 2008. In 
the second case, the climber was competent for the terrain and on the correct 
route and the climbing was fairly easy, but she became solidly jammed. It 
looked quite grim, even with a haul system, until we liberally applied a bottle 
of liquid dish soap to her leg. (Yes, we cleaned up our mess.) Extrapolating 
from these cases, we can assume a few self-rescued knees every year as well.

No harm was done here. Church Bowl is only 100 meters from the parking 
lot, but the risk increases if you’re immobilized with nasty weather moving 
in and/or inadequate clothing and only your partner to help, such as being 
high on Middle Cathedral Rock or Matterhorn Peak.

Prevention: Entrapment can happen to anyone, so keep the possibility 
in mind on every wide move.

Self-rescue: Steve said that having the right protection on his rack would 
have enabled him to set his own anchor and pull himself out, but you can’t 
count on a perfect location and Steve could not have counter-weighted himself. 
Jon was smart to set up an upper belay for Steve in case he did pop free, but 
since Steve’s belay was off Jon’s harness rather than independently anchored, 
Tim might have found himself trying to hold two big guys at once. Being 
able to set up efficient haul systems is critical, whether a simple 1:1 directional 
applying body-weight force or more complicated mechanical-advantage ar
rangements. Pulleys are incredibly more effective than carabiners. A small, 
high-quality, rescue-grade pulley is recommended for every climber’s rack 
(not just one per party). Two pulleys in a party will build a 4:1 system for 
self-rescue of more serious injuries as well as for stuck knees.



Warning: This is not an instructional text. We have skipped several im
portant details covered by self-rescue manuals. Understand your systems and 
apply force cautiously. (Source: John Dill, NPS Ranger, Yosemite National 
Park)


